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Abstract
For handwritten pattern recognition, multiple classifier
system has been shown to be useful in improving recognition
rates. One of the most important issues to optimize a multiple classifier system is to select a group of adequate classifiers, known as Ensemble of Classifiers (EoC), from a pool
of classifiers. Static selection schemes select an EoC for all
test patterns, and dynamic selection schemes select different
classifiers for different test patterns. Nevertheless, it has been
shown that traditional dynamic selection does not give better performance than static selection. We propose four new
dynamic selection schemes which explore the property of the
oracle concept. The result suggests that the proposed schemes
are apparently better than the static selection using the majority voting rule for combining classifiers.

1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of handwritten pattern recognition systems is
to achieve the best possible recognition rate. In general, a
number of classifiers are tested in these systems, and the most
appropriate one is chosen for the problem at hand. Different
classifiers usually make different errors on different samples,
which means that, by combining classifiers, we can arrive at
an ensemble that makes more accurate decisions [5, 7]. In
order to have classifiers with different errors, it is advisable to
create diverse classifiers. For this purpose, diverse classifiers
are grouped together into what is known as an Ensemble of
Classifiers (EoC), and EoCs have been shown to be useful in
improving handwritten recognition.
One of the most important issues concerning EoC is ensemble selection. The ensemble selection mechanism is
meant to select adequate classifiers from a pool of different
classifiers, so that the selected group of classifiers can achieve
the optimum recognition rates. For ensemble selection, we
can carry it out either by static selection, i.e., selecting an EoC
for all test patterns, or by dynamic selection, i.e., selecting different EoCs for different test patterns.
For static ensemble selection, the issue can be further divided into two steps: (a) find a pertinent objective function for
selecting the classifiers; and (b) use a pertinent search algorithm to apply this criterion. Obviously, a correct criterion is
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sifiers [7, 10]. It has been shown that a simple majority voting error rule (MVE) is one of the best objective functions
for ensemble selection. That is, if we use the fusion function
directly as an objective function for ensemble selection on a
validation set, then we might obtain the best result using the
same fusion function on a test set. While there is still no one
single search algorithm that is regarded as universally better
than others, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is somewhat favorable
because of its population based approach.
However, since different test patterns have, in general, different classification difficulties, it is reasonable to assume that
they might be fit to different EoCs rather than to one single
EoC. Consequently, we might have reasons to believe that a
dynamic selection is better than a static one. Dynamic scheme
explores the use of different classifiers for different test patterns [1–3, 12]. Based on different features or different decision regions of each test pattern, a classifier is selected and
assigned to the sample, some popular methods are a priori selection, a posteriori selection, overall local accuracy and local
class accuracy [1–3, 12]. In general, their performances are
compared with oracle, which assigns the correct class label
to a pattern if at least one individual classifier from ensemble
produces the correct class label of this pattern. Nevertheless,
against all expectations, it has been shown that dynamic selection has a large performance gap from the oracle [1], and
moreover, it does not necessarily give better performance than
static selection [3].
We note that most of dynamic selection schemes use the
concept of the classifier accuracy on a defined neighborhood
or region, for example, local accuracy a priori or local accuracy a posteriori schemes [1]. These classifier accuracies are
usually calculated with the help of KNN, and the use of these
accuracies aims to realize an optimal Bayesian decision, but
it is still outperformed by some static ensemble selection rule,
such as MVE. This indicates a dilemma in estimation of these
local accuracies, because their distribution might be too complicated to be well estimated. Interestingly, dynamic selection
is regarded as an alternative of EoC [1, 2, 12], and is supposed
to select the best single classifier instead of the best EoC for
a given test pattern. But, in fact, dynamic selection and EoC
are not mutually exclusive. We believe that dynamic selection
can also explore the strength of EoC.
We also note that, the oracle is usually regarded as a possible upper bound for EoC performances, and as far as we
know, there is no effort made to explore the property of the
oracle for dynamic selection. We believe that the complicated
local classifier accuracy estimation can be actually carried out
by oracle on a validation data set, and a simple KNN method
can allow the test data set to obtain the approximated local
classifier accuracy from the validation data set. Here are the
key questions that need to be addressed:
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1. Can the concept of oracle be useful for dynamic selection?
2. Should we use the best classifier or the best EoC for dynamic selection?
3. Can dynamic selection outperform static selection?
To answer these questions, we propose a dynamic selection
scheme which explores the property of the oracle concept, and
compare the scheme with the static ensemble selection guided
by different objective functions. We need to mention that the
purpose of this work is not to achieve the best handwritten pattern recognition rate using dynamic selection, but to explore
the potential advantage of dynamic selection that might suit
the nature of dynamic environment in machine learning such
as incremental learning. In order to have a better understanding of the impact of dynamic selection, we use weak classifiers
in our experiment.

2
2.1

DYNAMIC CLASSIFIER
METHODS

Overall Local Accuracy (OLA)

Local Class Accuracy (LCA)

This method is similar to the OLA, the only difference is
that the local accuracy is estimated as the percentage of training samples with the respect to output classes [12]. In other
words, we consider the percentage of the local training samples assigned to a class cli by this classifier that have been
correctly labeled.

2.3

Local Class Accuracy a priori (a priori)

OLA can be further weighted by the distances between the
training samples and the test sample in the local region. Consider the sample belonging to a certain class xj ∈ ωk as one of
the k-nearest neighbors of the test pattern X, the p̂(ωk |xj , ci )
provided by the classifier ci can be regarded as a measure
of the classifier accuracy for the test pattern X based on its
neighbor xj . Suppose we have N training samples in the
neighborhood, then the best classifier C∗ to classify the sample X can be selected by [1, 3]:
PN
C∗ = argi max

j=1

p̂(ωk |xj ∈ ωk , ci )Wj

PN
j=1

Local Class Accuracy a posteriori (a
posteriori)

If the class assigned by the classifier ci is known, ci (X) =
, then this information can be exploited as well. Suppose
we have N training samples in the neighborhood, and let us
consider the sample xj ∈ ωk as one of the k-nearest neighbors
of the test pattern X, then the best classifier C∗ (ωk ) with the
output class ωk to classify the sample X can be selected by
[1, 3]:
P
ωk

C∗ (ωk ) = argi max

xj ∈ωk

PN
j=1

p̂(ωk |xj , ci )Wj

(2)

p̂(ωk |xj , ci )Wj

where Wj = d1j is the distance between the test sample and
the training sample.

3

K-Nearest-Oracles (KNORA) DYNAMIC
CLASSIFIER SELECTION

SELECTION

The basic idea of this scheme is to estimate each individual classifier’s accuracy in local regions of feature space surrounding a test sample, and then use the decision of the most
locally accurate classifier [12]. The local accuracy is estimated as the percentage of training samples in the region that
are correctly classified.

2.2

2.4

(1)
Wj

where Wj = d1j is the distance between the test pattern X and
its neighbor sample xj .

All the above dynamic selection methods intend to find the
most possibly correct classifier for a sample in a pre-defined
neighborhood. We propose another approach: Instead of finding the most suitable classifier, we select the most suitable
ensemble for each sample.
The concept of the K-Nearest-Oracles (KNORA) is similar to those of OLA, LCA, a priori and a posteriori in terms of
the consideration of the neighborhood of test patterns, but it
distingishes itself from the others by using directly the property of the oracle of the training samples in the region in order
to find the best ensemble for a given sample. For any test
data point, KNORA simply finds its nearest K neighbors in
the validation set, figure out which classifiers correctly classify these neighbors in the validation set, and use them as the
ensemble to classify the given pattern in the test set.
We propose four different schemes using KNORA:
1. KNORA-ELIMINATE (KNORA-E)
Given K neighbors xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ K of the test pattern X,
and suppose that a set of classifiers C(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ K correctly classifies all its K nearest neighbors, then every
classifier ci ∈ C(j) belonged to this correct classifier set
C(j) should gives a vote on the sample X. In case that
none classifier can correctly classify all K nearest neighbors of the test pattern, then we simply decrease the value
of K until at least one classifier correctly classifies its
neighbors. If this is not possible, i.e., in case of no classifier correctly classifies the neighbors of the test pattern,
then we just increase the value of K until at least one
classifier correctly classifies one of its neighbors.
2. KNORA-UNION (KNORA-U)
Given K neighbors xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ K of the test pattern X,
and suppose that the j nearest neighbor has been correctly classified by a set of classifiers C(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ K ,
then every classifier ci ∈ C(j) belonged to this correct
classifier set C(j) should gives a vote on the sample X.
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Note that since K nearest neighbors are considered, a
classifier can have more than one vote if it correctly classifies more than one neighbor. The votes of classifiers are
thus weighted according to the accuracy of classifiers on
the neighborhood.

Table 1. Performances of ensembles searched
by GA. Min = Minimum; Max = Maximum; OF =
Objective Functions; QL and QU are lower and
upper quartiles.

3. KNORA-ELIMINATE-W (KNORA-E-W)
The same as KNORA-E, but each vote is weighted by the
distance between neighbor pattern xj and test pattern X.

4.1

EXPERIMENTS FOR DYNAMIC SELECTION ON HANDWRITTEN NUMERALS
Experimental Protocol for KNN

We carried out experiments on a 10-class handwritten numeral problem. The data were extracted from N IST SD19,
essentially as in [11], based on the ensembles of KNNs generated by the Random Subspaces method [4]. We used nearest
neighbor classifiers (K = 1) for KNN, each KNN classifier
having a different feature subset of 32 features extracted from
the total of 132 features.
To evaluate the static ensemble selection and the dynamic
ensemble selection, four databases were used: the training
set with 5000 samples (hsf {0 − 3}) to create 100 KNN in
Random Subspaces. The optimization set containing 10000
samples (hsf {0 − 3}) was used for genetic algorithm (GA)
searching for static ensemble selection. To avoid overfitting
during GA searching, the selection set containing 10000 samples (hsf {0 − 3}) was used to select the best solution from
the current population according to the objective function defined, and then to store it in a separate archive after each generation. Using the best solution from this archive, the test set
containing 60089 samples (hsf {7}) was used to evaluate the
EoC accuracies.
We need to address the fact that the classifiers used were
generated with feature subsets having only 32 features out of
a total of 132. The weak classifiers can help us better observe
the effects of EoCs. If a classifier uses all available features
and all training samples, a much better performance can be
observed [8, 9]. But, since this is not the objective of this
paper, we focus on the improvement of EoCs by optimizing
performances by combining classifiers. The benchmark KNN
classifier uses all 132 features, and so, with K = 1 we can
have 93.34% recognition rates. The combination of all 100
KNN by simple MAJ gives 96.28% classification accuracy.
The possible upper limit of classification accuracy (the oracle)
is defined as the ratio of samples which are classified correctly
by at least one classifier in a pool to all samples. The oracle is
99.95% for KNN.

Min

QL

Median

QU

Max

94.18 %

94.18 %

94.18 %

94.18 %

94.18 %

MVE

96.32 %

96.41 %

96.45 %

96.49 %

96.57 %

Table 2. Best performances of KNORAs.

4. KNORA-UNION-W (KNORA-U-W)
The same as KNORA-U, but each vote is weighted by
the distance between neighbor pattern xj and test pattern
X.

4

OF
ME

4.2

KNORA-E

KNORA-E-W

KNORA-U

KNORA-U-W

RR

97.52 %

97.52 %

97.25 %

97.25 %

K-value

7,8

7,8

1

1

Static Ensemble Selection with Classifier Performance

The majority voting error (MVE) was tested because of its
reputation as one of the best objective functions in selecting
classifiers for ensembles [10], it evaluates directly the global
EoC performance by the majority voting (MAJ) rule. Based
on this reason, we tested the MAJ as the objective function
for the ensemble selection. Furthermore, we tested the mean
classifier error (ME) as well. The MAJ is also used as the
fusion function.
In table 1, we observe that the MVE performs better than
ME as an objective function for the static ensemble selection.
The ensemble selected by MVE also outperforms that of all
100 KNNs.

4.3

Dynamic Ensemble Selection

Even though the MVE can so far find the best ensemble
for the all samples, this does not mean that a single ensemble
is the best solution for combining classifiers. In other words,
each sample may have a different most suitable ensemble. It
is our purpose to know whether the use of different ensembles
on different samples can further increase the accuracy of the
system.
Note that the dynamic ensemble selection does not use
any search algorithm for the ensemble selection, because each
sample has its own ensemble for the classifier combination.
As a result, the repetition of the search was also not necessary.
For the dynamic selection, only three databases were used:
the training set with 5000 samples (hsf {0−3}) to create 100
KNN in Random Subspaces, The optimization set containing
10000 samples (hsf {0 − 3}) was used for the dynamic ensemble selection, and the test set containing 60089 samples
(hsf {7}) was used to evaluate the EoC accuracies. We tested
four KNORA algorithms and compared them with other proposed schemes: the overall local accuracy (OLA), the local
class accuracy (LCA), the local class accuracy a priori (a priori), and the local class accuracy a posteriori (a posteriori).
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Figure 1. Proposed methods with 1 ≤ K ≤ 30.

Table 3. Comparison of dynamic selections.
KNORA-E

OLA

LCA

a priori

a posteriori

RR

97.52 %

94.11 %

97.40 %

94.12 %

97.40 %

K-value

7,8

30

1

30

1

We note that most of the dynamic schemes are so far better than all tested objective functions for the static ensemble
selection, except OLA and a priori methods. Both LCA and
a posteriori schemes achieved very good performances, with
97.40% of the recognition rates (Table 3). But the KNORA-E
and KNORA-E-W have good performance as well, and with
97.52% it is the best dynamic selection scheme in our handwritten numeral problems (Table 2). However, KNORA-U
and KNORA-U-W do not perform as well as KNORA-E does.
They are still better than OLA and a priori methods, but not as
good as LCA and a posteriori schemes (Fig. 1).

Figure 2. Comparison of dynamic selections
with 1 ≤ K ≤ 30.

Here we note that at the table 2 there is no difference
between KNORA-E and KNORA-E-W, as well as between
KNORA-U and KNORA-U-W. At the figure 1 the difference between KNORA-E and KNORA-E-W and between
KNORA-U and KNORA-U-W is very small, even though
they are not exactly the same. This indicates that the distance
weighting has no influence on the KNORA votes. There are
two possible explanations here: The first explanation is that
the samples in the same neighborhood have very similar oracles, and thus the weighting of these different samples does
not lead to different results. Another explanation is that the
oracles in the same neighborhood have very similar opinions,
and thus even though the samples might have different oracles,
they still lead to the similar results.
If we compare their performances in different neighborhood sizes, we can notice that while LCA and a posteriori dynamic selection schemes outperform the static GA selection
with MVE as the objective function in a small neighborhood,
their performances declined when the value k augments (Fig.
2). In this case, the static GA selection with MVE may still be
better than LCA and a posteriori dynamic selection schemes.
By contrast, KNORA-E has a more stable performance even
when the value of k increases. It gives a better recognition
rates than all other schemes on our experimental study, except
when k = 1. This might indicate that a larger neighborhood
can help eliminate some unfit classifiers. But still, the stable
performance of KNORA-E suggests that the dynamic selection schemes are worth for more attention.

5

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we propose a new dynamic ensemble selection scheme applying directly the concept of the oracle on the
validation set. Different from other dynamic selections, which
use the estimated best classifier for a certain data point, the
K-nearest oracle uses the estimated best EoCs for dynamic
ensemble selection.
In our study of handwritten numeral digits, the proposed
method apparently outperforms the static ensemble selection
schemes such as the use of MVE or ME as the objective function in a GA search. Using the GA search, MVE can achieve
96.45% of the recognition rates, and ME attain can 94.18%.
Nevertheless, with 97.52% of the recognition rates, KNORAE is significantly better then the evaluated static ensemble selection mehtods.
We note that OLA and a priori dynamic selection. schemes
were not as good as the static GA selection scheme with MVE.
The OLA takes into the account nor the class dependence,
neither the weighting with the each classifier, and the a priori method ignores the class dependence. Since there are 10
classes in our experiment and the ensemble pool size is quite
large (100), it is not surprising that they do not perform well.
We also observe that KNIORA-U and KNORA-U-W are
less performing than KNORA-E and KNORA-E-W. This
might be due to the extreme elitism in the behavior of oracle. Since only very few classifiers can correctly classify
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some difficult patterns, the increase of ensemble size does not
lead to a better recognition rate. So, when the value of K increases, the performances of KNIORA-UNION and KNORAU-W decline.
The KNORA-E also performs slightly better than other
dynamic selection schemes. LCA and a posteriori schemes
can achieve 97.40%, which is better than other static methods
but inferior to the KNORA-E. However, the performance of
the KNORA-E is still far from the oracle, which can achieve
99.95% of the recognition rates.
This might indicate that the behavior of the oracle is much
more complex than a simple neighborhood approach can
achieve, and it is not an easy task to figure out its behavior
merely based on the pattern feature space.
Note that for an ensemble of M KNN classifiers with N
training samples and with a total of d features and cardinality
of c features (size of fixed feature subspaces), we can first precalculate the distance on each feature. This pre-calculation
has the complexity O(d · N ) . After the pre-calculation, we
only need to carry out the summation and the sorting calculation, which has the complexity O(M · (c · N + N log N ) for the
ensemble, compared with the complexity O(d · N + N log N )
of a single KNN classifier. In our study, the best dynamic selection scheme is the KNORA-E with the neighborhood size
7, and it used averaged 76 classifiers, which means that it is
11.78 times more complex than that of a single KNN classifier
including the pre-calculation cost. However, the best performance of KNORA-E is 4.18% more than that of a single KNN
classifier.

6

CONCLUSION

To conclude, we need to mention that the purpose of this
work is not to achieve the best handwritten pattern recognition rate using dynamic selection, but to explore the potential
advantage of dynamic selection that might suit the nature of
dynamic environment in machine learning such as incremental learning. In order to have a better understanding of the impact of dynamic selection, we use 100 KNN classifiers trained
with only 5000 samples in our experimental study. The combination of these 100 KNN by simple MAJ gives only 96.28%
recognition rate. Considering other classification methods applied in the same data set, KNN trained with 150000 samples
can achieve 98.57% accuracy, MLP can achieve 99.16% accuracy [9], and the use of SVM can achieve a 99.30% recognition rate with a pairwise coupling strategy and a 99.37%
with the one-against-all strategy [8]. However, using weak
classifiers can demonstrate more differences between various
ensemble selection schemes, and thus is better for comparison
of different ensemble selection schemes.
Our study shows that a dynamic ensemble selection
scheme can, in some cases, perform better than some static
ensemble selection methods. Furthermore, our study suggests
that an ensemble of classifiers might be more stable than a
single classifier in the case of a dynamic selection. Yet our
method is limited by the uncertainty of the behavior of the or-

acle, since the attained recognition rates are still not close to
that of the oracle. We believe that this methodology can be
much enhanced with theoretical studies on the connection between the feature subspaces and the classifier accuracies, the
influence of geometrical and topological constraints on the oracle, better statistical studies to quantify the uncertainty of the
oracle’s behavior, and empirical studies in more real-world
problems with various ensemble generation methods.
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